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Introduction

Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs (BECN) is a collections of 10,000 NFTs. The First of its kind and deployed on Ethereum Blockchain. 

We are in this for the long haul. We are building a community and our members will benefit the most.

NFTs are revolutionizing the economy and perhaps, it will be the biggest revolution in forthcoming centuries. It is the most 
preferred choice for numerous business requirements like an online investment, transaction, and tokenization Moving away from
the age of invention, experimentation and the big explosion, there are endless opportunities and unlimited potential for the future 
of NFTs now that they exist within the mainstream space. 

In less than few years the term “NFT – Non fungible tokens”,  has revolutionised the digital world and is becoming a reality under 
tech giants and celebrities.

That is the reason why you should Partner with Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs to unlock the potential and be part of our Family.

Every holder of BECN becomes member of the Elite Club and benefits from the club’s exclusive airdrops which includes 1:1 Airdrop
of new NFTs to Club members only. Members will have access to exclusive Elite Club community and live events.

Members will also benefit from Airdrop of BECN tokens and a chance to get a collectable 24k physical gold coin.



Bitcoin Elite Club NFT Features

◦ BECN is designed in 3D and rendered with gold finish to represent real gold 
coin.

◦ Each NFT has a Bitcoin Logo in the centre of the coin.

◦ Each coin has an infinity logo with the text “10000 to infinity” representing the 
limited numbers until infinity.

◦ Each NFT has the same base and unique serial number on the middle right of 
the coin which makes it very unique to every other Bitcoin Elite Club NFT.

◦ Bitcoin Elite Club is written on the top centre of the coin and electrical circuits 
representing the digital currency on the rest of outer circle.

◦ Bitcoin Elite Club is here to make an impact on the art world, to curate and 
evaluate artwork and artists in a fair way and to embrace the market of 
digital art, where NFTs are generated for investor to be part of NFT Families 
and Unlocking Potentials with our Scalable Brand.



Vision & Mission

Our vision is to revolutionise the Web 3.0 NFT market and to make Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs the Bitcoin of NFTs. We are building 
a community and our members are our top priority and will benefit the most from our utilities, airdrops and future plans.

Non Fungible Tokens
An NFT is a non-fungible token used as a unit of data stored on a blockchain that certifies the uniqueness of a digital resource. 
Smart contracts are programs that reside on the blockchain and are executed deterministically by all nodes, from the same 
inputs they produce the same results; in the case of NFTs the code executed by these pieces of software is actually immutable
and certified, so it excludes the risk of counterfeit.

The NFT is embedded within the blockchain, the decentralized digital ledger that records every single transaction ensuring 
transparency and traceability onto the chain.

The Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs are generated algorithmically. Each NFT has a serial number which makes it different and unique 
collectible NFTs. Each Bitcoin Elite Club NFT is embedded in ERC-721A Ethereum blockchain and hosted on IPFS.



BECN Utilities

The market for NFTs blossomed in 2021, with investors spending roughly $40 billion on tokens, up from $106 million in 2020, data from 
crypto intelligence firm Chainalysis found. This year, NFTs have generated roughly $37 billion in sales as of May 2022.

Similar to Bitcoin in the cryptocurrency domain, the Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs will be the leader of NFT domain. BECN will be sold for 
0.2 ETH on presale and 0.5 ETH on the public sale.

Market Overview

Bitcoin Elite Club NFTs are your membership to the Elite Club.

BECN grants you access to exclusive NFT airdrops which is only limited to the Elite Club members.

Elite Club members will also benefit from airdrop of BECN tokens.

A chance to get a 24k Physical gold coin which will be given away to random Elite Club members.

Elite Club members will get access to real life events.

Further Partnership announcements and unique utilities will be announced.



Roadmap

1. Bitcoin Elite Club is officially born in July 2022.

2. Pre-sale of BECN in Mid-July 2022.

3. Public sale will be at the end of July 2022.

4. 100 Physical Gold coins will be made and given away to random members 
of Elite Club.

5. Bitcoin Elite Club tokens will be launched and airdropped to our members 
and public.

6. Another NFT to be airdropped to our members, the NFT will be revealed close 
to launch. Only 10,000 NFTs will be generated and exclusively Airdropped to our 
members. They can decide to keep or sell them on the marketplace.

7. Stacking of BECN will be initiated and reward will be in BECN tokens.

8. Partnerships and further utilities will be announced.

9. Road map will be updated.



NFT Distribution
10% of BECN will be available for presale on the 14th of July at 0.5 Ethereum.

70% of the NFTs will be available for minting on the public sale end of July.

20% of the NFTs will be allocated to the developers.
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